Following the discovery of X-rays by Wilhelm Röntgen a d Ma o Laue's dis o e of X-ray diffraction by crystals, William and Lawrence Bragg made it possible to calculate the positions of the atoms within a crystal from the way in which an X-ray beam is diffracted by a crystal lattice. Since then, several researchers have applied this powerful technique in the study of many molecules of life, such as proteins, vitamins and hormones. In this interdisciplinary field, two women played a very important role, viz. Dorothy Hodgkin (Nobel Prize, 1964) 
Diffraction of X-rays by crystals
Wilhelm Röntgen discovered X-rays just before the end of the 19 th century. And, for the discovery of these remarkable rays, in 1901 he was awarded the first Nobel Prize for Physics. Since than, X-rays have contributed to some of the most important advances in science.
Rö tge 's dis o e ga e crystallographers a powerful tool to see pa ti les i side a crystal. The exploration of the molecular structure of a crystalline solid started almost immediately. [2] [3] [4] [5] Max von Laue received the Nobel Prize for Physics in 1914 for his discovery of the diffraction of X-rays by crystals. This technique was applied to simple inorganic compounds like copper sulfate (pentahydrate) or sodium chloride. An X-a photog aph ith se e al spots as the esult; then, it was used for interpretation in structural terms. 6 In 1915, William Henry Bragg and William Lawrence Bragg, father and son, won the Nobel Prize in Physics for their analysis of crystal structures by means of X-ray diffraction. An important relationship -the Bragg equation -was then established, n  = 2 d sin describing the wavelength () of the X-rays as a function of the distance between planes into the crystalline structure;  is the incidence angle of the X-ray beam. However, structure determination, even for a simple compound, is far more complicated than what we are presenting here; wave phase and scattering factors, for instance, play a decisive role. Contributions from several scientists showed that diffraction diagrams could be transformed into an electron density map that enables to locate the different atoms of the tridimensional molecular structure. In this context, the name of Arthur Lindo Patterson should be mentioned.
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With earlier diffractometers, the diffraction data had to be measured manually point-by-point, which was a terrible time consuming task and, thus, a serious limitation to its use. Even so, John Desmond Bernal, after developing the experimental method and the mathematical treatment of determining crystal structure, started applying crystallographic techniques to organic molecules in the late twenties. It was at Cambridge that, together with Dorothy Hodgkin, he took the first X-ray photographs of a protein crystal -pepsin. 13 Bernal was one of the best (and controversial) scientists in the United Kingdom. His friends (and not just his friends) alled hi , ost app op iatel , the "age . He was, no doubt, one of the greatest scientific scholars of all times. His greatest gift was his power to inspire others , said Dorothy Hodgkin. [15] [16] [17] Rosalind Elsie Franklin was a brilliant researcher, born in London in a British Jewish family. She performed "the most beautiful Xray photographs of any substance ever taken", said the "age . It as he u ial photograph of DNA that allowed achieving one of the greatest scientific discoveries of the twentieth century, the double-helix structure of DNA. [24] [25] Recently, the Nobel Prize in Chemistry was awarded to Ada Yonath, jointly with Thomas Seitz and Venkaraman Ramakrishnan. 26 Ada E. Yo ath, the curly haired Is aeli crystallographer, thought a lot about the hibernation of polar bears. Would it be possible to "hibernate" ribosomes in order to crystallize them? Indeed it was. Ribosomes, those large, complex and curled structures required for protein building, were finally decrypted.
A mother of three" -Dorothy Crowfoot Hodgkin
When Dorothy Mary Crowfoot passed for the first time the door of the X-ray crystallography laboratory at the University of Oxford in England, she was carrying the following words with her: "... Advancement of Science." It was September 1931, at the beginning of her research program. The laboratory was set in a renewed room of the University Museum. At the entrance one could see a plate announcing it was at that location that the irreverent Thomas Huxley defended Charles Da i 's theo of evolution confronting with the very respectable and conservative Bishop of Oxford, Samuel Wilberforce. The event had taken place in 1860 in a celebrated meeting of the British Association for the Advancement of Science. However, perhaps Dorothy could not even imagine how far advancement would lead her... 22, 23, 27, 28 Dorothy Crowfoot was an enthusiast of Xray crystallography since she was very young. As a part of her BA Honors course in Chemistry at the University of Oxford Somerville College, the topic of her original research was to find the tridimensional structures of thallium compounds. Although nowadays these molecules are taken as si ple , taki g i to a ou t thei u e of atoms and bonds, in 1931 this was not the case, let alone for X-ray diffraction studies. It was quite a challenge! However, Dorothy had an innate insight for the tridimensional through two-dimensionality. Courtesy of the author 29 Recently, during the celebrations of the hundredth anniversary of her birth, a bronze head of Dorothy was set inside the Oxford University Museum of Natural History. In Cambridge, she had an excellent workout. 32 Crystallography applied to structure determination was a truly interdisciplinary field, which implied to merge knowledge coming from Chemistry, Biology, Biochemistry... and also Mathematics and Physics. A challenge! Dorothy learned that the crystals had to be studied in their mother liquor, without letting them dry; that isomorphism was crucial in this study; that it was necessary to compare the diffraction pattern of the crystal with that of one isomorphic analog, i.e. a derivative containing a single different atom, a heavier one.
Meanwhile, the University of Oxford authorities decided to contact Dorothy. They offered her a research grant with the eventuality of becoming permanent, thus meaning independence in her research... and some teaching responsibility. She dislikes this last part, teaching at the undergraduate level never enthused her. The offer was very interesting, a real job offer! Everything retains her in Cambridge... Nevertheless, she accepted and began traveling with some regularity between Oxford and Cambridge.
Whilst working at Cambridge and Oxford du i g the 's, Do oth u iddled the structure of a hundred sterols (cholesterol is probably the most well-known). In other words, she determined the position of atoms in space, distances, angles and their binding energies within the molecule. She also determined the functionality of certain atom groups.
During those years, Dorothy still found time to fall in love with Desmond Bernal, the "age a d, then, also to get married with Thomas Hodgkin, from whom she had three children: Luke Howard, Elisabeth (Lizzie) and John Robin Tobias (Toby). By getting married Dorothy did not resign. Thomas accepted her decision. He decided early in the marriage that his wife was the more creative of the two. 33 Would 't she esig o , ei g a mother of three children? Her own sister Dilly uestio ed he he Luke as o : Now do you want the child more or Somerville more? Of ou se she a ted oth! Ce tai l yes, though with different types of love. An old sentence of hers sums up well this situatio : Do 't you u dersta d, I´ e got to know! 22, 23 Soon after Luke was born, Dorothy experienced her first acute arthritis attack, an illness that is characterized by the inflammation of the synovial membrane of the joints leading to the emergence of nodes and progressive rigidity. Never having given in to her disease, Dorothy lived until she was 84. My hands think , she used to sa . From a very early stage, Dorothy showed a preference for the insulin molecule. Throughout three decades of persistent study she determined all the intricacies of the multiple structure of insulin (784 atoms in its basic structure!), which led to the unprecedented understanding of the function of this vital pancreatic hormone ho's failu e disa les suga eta olis , thus leading to the overcome of diabetes. At the e d of the 9 's, all those ho di e tl o indirectly contributed to solve this structure, shared this discovery as co-authors or through acknowlegement. [43] [44] The journal Nature published the memorable article. The model still underwent some refinements with respect to spatial coordinates. In 1971, again in Nature, the new results emerged with a structural resolution of high accuracy. But one should not think that Dorothy stopped at that stage. She would not get rid of the subject before all details were fully identified. In 1988, she finally published her last article on insulin. The paper had 87 pages, 13 authors and a structural resolution with the precision of 1.5 Å. 45 Emphasis must be put on the fact that, throughout her life, all investigation carried out by Dorothy was based on scientific cooperation. Although she was a physicalchemist her research fell upon the molecules of life (Biochemistry), the progress in Mathematics and Computer Science having had a great influence in her success. 46 Her collaborators were from all around the world. From United Kingdom, of course, but also from USA, India, China, Australia, New Zeala d… [47] [48] [49] [50] Dorothy was always a pacifist, she devoted much of her last years traveling and giving lectures for the cause of world peace. Recently, her younger sister Jenifer Glynn published a family memoir where she offers us an insider portrait of Rosalind's life. 52 When Rosalind was six, her aunt Mamie Bentwich noted that she preferred doing arithmetic to playing in the sand, that she as alarmingly clever -ot a azi gl , ot e a ka l , ot i edi l … ut ala i gl ! At the age of ele e she e te ed the "t. Paul's Gi ls' " hool. "he had a bad-temper, but she was delighted with science; and also with sports, swimming and, later, mountain climbing.
Science and the University were her interests. Rosalind had a first in the Cambridge examination in Chemistry. Her father never opposed her going to Newnham College, Cambridge. He was proud and just asked her to keep him informed of her progress. The University of Cambridge had admitted women since 1869 and Jews since 1871.
There was an ongoing world war but not less work in Cambridge. She works hard in the University, learning about the nature of the chemical bonds, according to Linus Pauling. She learned about proteins and the alpha-helix. She got deeper and deeper into stallog aph , B agg's a hie e e ts, the unit cell of the crystal, the methods of approaching structure. She was thrilled about the spots in the photographic plate that X-ray diffraction made after crossing the crystal. Absorption of X-rays depends only on the number and kind of atoms present , she wrote in her notebook. After finishing her undergraduate studies, Rosalind had the chance to do research in a government laboratory. It was the British Coal Utilisation Research Association (BCURA). 53 In 1945, Rosalind Franklin presented her thesis on coal and related materials and sent her first paper for publication.
In Paris, Jacques Mering, a Jewish scientist of Russian origin, was in charge of the Laboratoire Central des Services Chimiques de L'État, the Labo . Rosali d spe t al ost four happy years working in his team. She successfully learns how to use the X-ray diffraction technique in order to attain maximum knowledge on the internal o ga izatio of stals a d of lutte ed amorphous substances. The use of monochromatic radiation and the specific nature of the angle focus had rendered French investigation one of first quality. Rosalind feels more at home than she ever felt in England. She even takes up Christian Dio 's Ne Look… Later, Rosali d F a kli sails to Ki g's College in London to work with John Randall. 54 Ra dall's fi st suggestio as that Rosali d's esea h should fo us o the stud of proteins by X-ray diffraction. However, he changes his mind as to where this research project leads: It now seems that it would be a good deal more important for you to investigate the structure of certain biological fi ers . He refers to nucleic acids and to DNA in particular. 24, 25 Mau i e Wilki s as also i Ki g's College. 55 He had graduated at Cambridge and later worked under Randall at Birmingham and St. Andrews Universities. When Randall opened the research unit at Ki g's he assig ed Wilki s to his tea ho thought that Rosalind was going to be his qualified assistant. Randall had a convoluted i d. He fo got to tell Rosali d hat ole Wilkins would play in the scheduled research a d also fo got to tell Wilki s that Rosali d was an accredited researcher with five years of valuable post-doctoral work and because of this she could not be a mere assistant. A fourth element, Raymond Gosling, the "PhD slave boy" also played an important role in this story, since his research depended on the choices of the three others. 56 While working with Wilkins, Gosling had already realized that the nucleic acid provided by Rudolf Signer generated excellent X-ray diffraction images. 57 The images were stunning, the first true indicators that DNA had an ordered crystalline structure; furthermore, the spots seemed to make up an X shape. But this X was not enough to draw conclusions on the structure. They needed to go further and employ more sophisticated equipment like the one Rosalind had used in Paris. This equipment was ordered with all recommended specifications.
Wilkins felt he had been transcended. His relationship with Rosalind started deteriorating. One should emphasize that she was 30 years old and Maurice 35. She was a single, intelligent, elegant girl with a pair of eautiful la k e es . No lo e affai s he e known to her. Maurice was tall, gentle and attractive. He was going through a divorce from an American wife who had stayed in the USA with their son and, therefore, he was needy of affection. All these facts would presume a romantic atmosphere between the . But the e as 't.
Wilkins feels frustrated and shares his frustration with his long-standing friend Francis Crick. 58, 59 They had both worked at the British Admiralty during World War II. Together with James Watson, 60 Crick was now working at the Cavendish Laboratory directed by Lawrence Bragg. As no one is doing research on DNA, here Wilkins feels at ease to tell about the developments attained with this molecule. Everything Crick hears is passed on to Watson. Did I say too much?, Wilkins asks himself when returning to London.
Rosalind and Gosling discovered that there were two types of DNA. When hydrated it stretched and its diameter decreased. When dry it retracted. Difficulty in reading X-ray diffraction photographs was due to the fact that these two types of DNA frequently existed together. Therefore, the dry crystalline DNA was designated as A-type (A-DNA) and the hydrated, paracrystalline one was designated as B-type (B-DNA). Rosalind was able to obtain separate and sharp diagrams of these two sequences. Rosalind was essentially a physical chemist, a crystallographer; she is drawn to the quantitative aspect, the parameter values of the crystal lattice, to the identification of the ole ule's stallizatio s ste . Furthermore, she considers it to be unwise, even non-scientific, to advance any proposal of a structural character without solid verification of all data regarding the molecule. As to the biological functions of nucleic acids, their genetic activity, this was a matter that only vindicated a later esea h… Rosalind will soon attain all required data. A methodic and systematic research will allow her to determine the dimensions of the ole ule's u it a d its t pe of pa kagi g, a d to place phosphate groups and even base groups. Dorothy Hodgkin helps her out with the esolutio of the stal's spatial g oup. Research group members prepared a report on the ongoing research. Rosalind provides a thorough description of all DNA characteristics. In her report she includes information that had not yet been pu lished. Ho e e , Photo is ot listed in her report. 63, 64 The manner in which Randall and Bragg agreed to disclose information on their discovery overshadowed Rosalind. Furthermore, it tampered with the true ongoing of the research. The agreement included the publication of three papers in Nature under the common title Molecular Structure of Nucleic Acids. All experimental research that had preceded the model had been developed at Ki g's. Nevertheless, the first paper, the one displaying the model design, belongs to Crick and Watson and it distinctively states: We ere ot a are of the details of the results presented there (referring to the two articles Rosalind had recently sent to publication) when we devised our structure... 65 This is a truth that sounds like a lie. Worse still, Rosalind was forced to introduce a modification in her paper. Photo integrates this paper. 66 Rosalind was not happy at Ki g's College. "he as a epted Joh Be al's g oup at Birkbeck and lets Randall know she is leaving. It is not known if the decision to leave was taken solely by her or if she was pushed by Randall to do so. Later, at Birkbeck College, Rosalind was happy again. The conditions she worked in were far worse than those at Ki g's ut he e she ould eath . He e it as e og ized, he oss as the "age . "he will be side by side with Aaron Klug, her most cherished friend and co-worker. X-Ray diffraction crystallography, her specialty, shall be put to use in the study of nucleic acids in the tobacco mosaic virus. Her scientific pilgrimage took her twice to the United States were she held conferences i se e al ities. Rosali d's le tu es ot o l focused on the research carried out in Paris on carbon structure and its various manifestations, but also dealt with her research on DNA structure. As much as she had loved Paris, she also loved the United States and the way in which her work was respected and cherished.
She was but 37 years old when she died of ovarian cancer. It was much too early. The fourth woman to receive the Nobel Prize in Chemistry was the Israeli Ada E. Yonath, once again through research in X-ray crystallography. 26 By this method she enabled solving the sought after structure of ribosomes. Ada was born in Jerusalem but her Jewish parents who initially lived in Poland immigrated to Palestine in 1933. She had a difficult youth but never once gave up on her training goals. [71] [72] [73] [74] With a first graduation in Science and an MSc in Biochemistry from the Hebrew University of Jerusalem, she received her doctorate at the highly respected Weizmann Institute of Science, in Israel. Her scientific research also led her to the Carnegie Mellon University (CMU) and to the Massachusetts Thus, and against the scientific o u it 's ge e al opi io , Ada's goal became decoding the tridimensional structure of ribosomes, the so complex molecules essential to life. They are composed by sub-units that are in constant change inside the cells, which when in close connection with RNA (ribonucleic acid) generate sequences of protein amino acids. They translate the protein genetic code. But how can one crystallize a molecule that is not only in constant metamorphosis but also deteriorates easily? 76 Ada Yonath thought of the polar bears! During winter the vital functions of polar ea s fall asleep a d thei i oso es a e i o ilized . Whe applied to esista t bacteria in extreme stress, this idea allowed the crystallization of their ribosomes and also their analysis by X-rays. Eureka! But it took Ada ea s to a hie e he fi st esults… Those who laughed at me became my competitors -this is how she describes the recognition she finally won for a lifetime of work. 77 In 2006, Ada Yonath was the winner of Wolf Prize in Chemistry. 79 In 2009, together with Venkatraman Ramakrishnan and Thomas Steitz, Ada received the Nobel Prize in Chemistry -for studies of the structure and function of the ribosome. 26 Hopefully this research will hereafter enable the development and design of new antibiotic drugs aimed to block the harmful actions of bacterial ribosomes. 
Final Comments
The continuous improvement of experimental methods, new technologies and mathematical functions, as well as the emergence of calculating machines, opened the possibility to explore accurately the three-dimensional structures of macro biomolecules. Most biomolecular structures are determined by X-ray crystallography. 80 Knowledge of the location of atoms, bond angles and distances between them allowed determining active centers, understanding functionality and thus creating new effective drugs. Dorothy Hodgkin and Rosalind Franklin were physical chemists. However, their research data and interpretations were crucial to the development of molecular biochemistry. The determination of the detailed structure of ribosomes by Ada Yonath has been important in understanding the basic function of living cells. This knowledge can be put to a practical use, since many antibiotics can cure diseases by blocking the function of bacterial ribosomes. Dorothy and Rosalind were distinguished scientists. They were self-sufficient. These women showed persistence. They were stubborn and they believed. They were perfect in everything they undertook. 
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These women achieved international reputation and became feminist icons. For them, science gave a partial explanation of life and they enjoyed life, very much. However, at the same time, they loved traveling, to raise a family, to chat with f ie ds… The lo ed lothes a d good food... They had a strong political conscience. By defying conventions and overcoming them they left us an invaluable testimony. They were brilliant, exciting persons in different ways. Undoubtedly, Ada Yonath bears the same high standards.
So far, only four women received the Nobel Prize for Chemistry and curiously there is a strong liaison between their scientific goals. 83 Their research was focused on radiation and matter, on the breaking of atoms and the discovery of new atoms, on the knowledge of molecules, their atomic and spatial structure and their function. This progress in scientific knowledge was a ruling thematic throughout the 20 th century having had surprising outcomes of great use. And this shall go on. 
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